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Item # 10 
YALSA Board of Directors Meeting 

February Meeting via Conference Call 
February 29, 2008 

 
Topic: Post-Conference Committee Report Concerns 
 
Background: Paula has asked each Board Liaison to summarize and share any 

concerns their committees or taskforces may have discussed at 
Midwinter or afterwards.   

 
Action Required:   Discussion 
 

 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Advocacy Task Force  
CHAIR = Ma'lis Wendt  
EMAIL = mwendt@nyc.rr.com  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To help plan and carry out YALSA's upcoming "@ Your Library 
Campaign," which will be launched in 2007, and in conjunction with the national campaign to educate 
and inform the general public about the vital role libraries and librarians plan in youth development and 
teen literacy, and to provide YALSA members and library staff with tools and resources to do the same in 
their communities. 
OUTCOMES = The Task Force coordinated the “Taking Teen Services to the Next Level” Preconference 
at the Philadelphia Midwinter Winter meeting on January 11th which was the first event in this three year 
campaign.  Julie Scordato, Teen Services Specialist at the Columbus Metropolitan Library, started off the 
morning with a spirited description of all the various aspects of advocacy.  Melanie Anderson, Assistant 
Director, Office of Government Relations at the ALA Washington Office, spoke on advocacy with our 
federal legislators.  The group joined the ALA Advocacy Institute participants for lunch and short talks by 
Linda Braun and Elaine Meyers.  Barbara Blosveren, Director, Stratford (CT) Library Association and 
Joyce Valenza, Pd.D. Springfield Township High School Library, led Break out sessions following lunch.  
Morning and afternoon round table sessions enabled the 70 participants time to work through the 
exercises in the YALSA Advocacy Workbook and actually decide upon a goal to work toward and an 
action plan to implement when they returned home. Ma'lis Wendt gave a short presentation on the 
Advocacy Tool Kit at the Kick Off event for the YALSA Advocacy Campaign on Sunday morning. 
ACTIONAREA = advocacy  
STRATEGIES = program,publication,outreach,collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = The Task Force is working on plans for our program at Annual Conference.  The 
program will be held on Sunday afternoon from 4-5:30pm.  Julie Scordato has agreed to repeat her 
presentation from the Preconference with some additional segments added.  Christy Mulligan from the 
YALSA Legislation Committee will also speak about Legislative Advocacy and teens.  Kelley Worman is 
contacting school librarians in California to find a speaker on school advocacy efforts.  
YALSAPUBLICATIONS = Ma'lis Wendt wrote an article for the next edition of YALS on the campaign 
and the Preconference Institute.  
EFFECTIVENESS = 2  
ABSENTMEMBERS = Jennifer Dewsnap  virtual member Rollie Welch -- chairing BBYA 
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS =  
CONCERNS =  
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YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = Brief report of our activities 
 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Alex Awards Committee  
CHAIR = Angela Carstensen  
EMAIL = carstnsna@yahoo.com  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = The charge of this committee is to select from the previous year’s 
publications ten books written for adults that have special appeal to young adults, ages 12 through 18. If 
ten suitable candidates cannot be selected in a given year, the number of awards can be less than ten.  
OUTCOMES = We chose the 2008 Alex Award winners, and announced them at the Youth Media 
Awards event. We also completed annotations for each of the winners, to be available in Booklist and on 
the YALSA website, and started to plan the Annual conference program. ACTIONAREA = 
advocacy,marketing,Continuouslearning,Associationsustainability STRATEGIES = program,outreach  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = Between now and Annual, the 2008 committee will prepare for the Alex Awards 
program.  
YALSAPUBLICATIONS =  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS = Charli Osborne  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS =  
CONCERNS =  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = During the leadership meeting on Saturday morning we discussed when it is 
appropriate to contact the liaison, rather than the President or a staff member in the YALSA office. 
 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Baker & Taylor Award Jury  
CHAIR = Courtney L. Lewis  
EMAIL = clewis@wyomingseminary.org  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = This grant is funded by the Baker and Taylor Company. The two grants of 
$1,000 each are awarded to librarians who work directly with young adults to enable them to attend the 
Annual Conference for the first time. The award will go to preferably one school librarian and one public 
librarian. Applications must be received in the YALSA office by December 1.  
OUTCOMES = Minutes of Committee Meeting Midwinter 2008 
Minutes of Baker & Taylor Award Jury 
January 12, 2008 
Roberts Board Room, Loews Philadelphia 
4 pm to 6 pm 
Committee Members: Courtney L. Lewis, Wyoming Seminary Upper School, Kingston, PA, Chair; 
Connie Adams Bush, Daniel Boone Regional Library, Columbia, MO; E. M. Roublow, Los Angeles 
Public Library, San Pedro, CA; Christopher Shoemaker, New York Public Library, Bronx, NY; Patsy L. 
Weeks, Howard Payne University Heart of Texas Library, Brownwood, TX. 
I. Introductions - Everyone was pretty spiffy and excited and there was an excellent energy in the room as 
people introduced themselves. There was a nice representation from school and public library 
backgrounds. 
II. Evaluation systems - Patsy used her specialized rubric to evaluate candidates while the other members 
utilized the rubric that Courtney had uploaded to the BasecampHQ website. Courtney emphasized that 
everyone was welcome to modify the rubric to suit their purposes and perhaps it would be good to have a 
few rubrics in the manual for June. We discussed the difficulty of evaluating candidates when the 
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application does not correlate or encourage certain information to be solicited from the applicant. 
Courtney said that Nichole Gilbert of YALSA said it is perfectly fine for us to tweak the application. 
III. Discussion of candidates - Sudi Q. Napalan and Laurie Amster-Burton were the top two school 
librarian candidates for everyone so they were discussed. It was rather quickly decided that Sudi was such 
an outstanding candidate that we felt very comfortable awarding her the school librarian grant. We 
couldn’t imagine she found time to sleep with all the work she was doing! In the public library arena, 
Charlene Helsel-Kather, Heather Miller, Jessica Lucas, and Amanda Bosky were named in people’s top 
two. We discussed each candidate at length and the consensus was that Charlene Helsel-Kather, due to 
her excellent data, detailed supervisor recommendation and innovative programming was the superior 
candidate. 
IV. The fun part - We managed to get a hold of both winning candidates (Sudi was over the international 
date line – it was 8:30 am the following morning!) and quotes were taken from both individuals who were 
very excited to get the news. We left Charlene a voicemail and got a callback within 10 minutes so we 
could speak with her personally. She was planning on calling her supervisor right then and there to tell 
them about the award. 
V. Writing the press release (and getting a hard copy to YALSA) - Quotes were taken from the winning 
candidates and the press release written by Courtney after the meeting. A draft was sent to committee 
members for review and then to the communications department of YALSA. 
VI. Discussion of our work before annual - Courtney will contact Nichole Gilbert for a contact at Baker & 
Taylor in order to clarify the following: 
1) What if the committee does not have a suitable candidate from each category (school librarian and 
public librarian)? Can the committee members choose two outstanding candidates from a single category 
if the need arises? 
2) Are library students employed as librarians suitable candidates for the grant (the committee thinks they 
should be)? 
3) How should the committee handle candidates other committee work, i.e., if the candidate has already 
committed to coming to the conference (as in the case of a candidate indicating they were on the 
Caldecott Committee or an Emerging Leader)? Is the grant meant to be for candidates who could not 
otherwise come to the conference? 
The committee also agreed there must be a way of aggressively marketing the award to state associations 
and library schools without the burden of the committee members having to check contact lists and then 
email over 150 organizations one by one (this number is based on the assumption that each state as a 
general library association, a school librarian association, and at least one certified library science 
program). Courtney had mentioned that at the YALSA Leadership Breakfast the new communications 
coordinator for YALSA had mentioned new email blast software that they can utilize. 
The committee has questions for the YALSA office regarding: 
1) Could this software be used to our advantage? 
2) Does YALSA or ALA maintain a current database of state library associations that we could use rather 
than each year the committee inventing or maintaining this list? 
All members will focus on contributing on to the interactive whiteboard focusing on the development of 
the manual. Our focus for June is to have a finalized draft of a manual for the future members of this 
committee so people will not be as lost as we were last year! This was Patsy’s initiative last year as chair 
and we all feel it’s important to fulfill this obligation. 
Another goal for June is for us to revamp the application to clarify sticky points and make it more in line 
with our adopted rubric of evaluation. Chris said he had a lot of interest in this area and would take 
leadership in playing with the application. 
VII. Feedback on BasecampHQ - Connie and Chris both had positive experiences using Basecamp and 
felt it was a good system of collaboration. Patsy had experienced some difficulty logging in and said that 
she would get whatever error message she receives to Courtney so that could be looked into farther. If she 
continues to be blocked, other arrangements will be made to insure she has everything she needs. Emma 
said that she had glanced through Basecamp but had a little trepidation about using some of the features. 
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Courtney said that it was likely that our work would focus on the whiteboard feature since we’d be 
focusing on the drafts of the manual. Anyone experiencing difficulty is always welcome to contact 
Courtney with any concerns. 
ACTIONAREA = Associationsustainability  
STRATEGIES = outreach  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = We will, using the BaseCampHQ website set up for the committee, revise the 
application, decide on a suggested rubric for evaluation, and finish honing a manual that will aid the next 
committee.  
YALSAPUBLICATIONS = Nothing at this time - we're good!  
EFFECTIVENESS = 4  
ABSENTMEMBERS =  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS =  
CONCERNS = The only challenges we experienced were some members being more comfortable with 
collaborative technology than others, but we were able to talk things out and establish a warm, supportive 
relationship.  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = It was during the leadership breakfast (yay, Amy Alessio!) and we just spoke 
about people who lurk on the committee than then don't contact the committee until the last minute.  
 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Baker & Taylor Award Jury  
CHAIR = Courtney L. Lewis  
EMAIL = clewis@wyomingseminary.org  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = This grant is funded by the Baker and Taylor Company. The two grants of 
$1,000 each are awarded to librarians who work directly with young adults to enable them to attend the 
Annual Conference for the first time. One grant is given to a school librarian and one grant is given to a 
public librarian. Applications must be received in the YALSA office by December 1. 
Members eligible for the award must meet the following criteria: 
    * YALSA personal membership (preferably for at least two years) 
    * One to ten years experience working with teenagers 
    * No previous attendance at an Annual ALA Conference  
ACCOMPLISHED = We have shared information regarding the applicants and evaluation rubrics using 
the BasecampHQ collaboration website.  All members have logged on and files have been uploaded with 
interactive whiteboards begun for a revision of the award's application and the from-scratch creation of a 
helpful manual and guide for future committee members.  While we will be focusing on the application 
evaluation for midwinter, we hope to complete the manual by our annual meeting and submit revisions to 
the application to YALSA.  
TERMWORK = I'm not sure there's really a whole lot here.  YALSA already does a terrific job 
promoting our award!!  
ACTIONAREA = marketing,continuouslearning  
STRATEGIES = outreach  
STRATEGIESOUTREACH = We want to establish a clearer marketing plan to promote the award to 
state organizations and library education programs.  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
PARTNERS = educators,colleagues  
CONCERNS =  
 
COMMITTEENAME = BWI/YALSA Collection Development Grant Jury  
CHAIR = Roxy Ekstrom  
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EMAIL = rekstrom@stdl.org  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To award $1000 for collection development to YALSA members who 
represent a public library and who work directly with young adults ages 12 to 18.  Up to two grants will 
be awarded annually.  
OUTCOMES = Building on the groundwork built during the first year of the committee, we established a 
pre-conference evaluation procedure.  Each juror awarded up to ten points in each of the five criteria 
categories.  The total for each applicant was forwarded to the chair who tallied all the data.  At the 
conference the jury determined a cut off point and discussed  only the top ranking applications before 
making a final decision.  This allowed one member who could not attend to have a vital role in the 
selection process.  
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,Continuouslearning  
STRATEGIES = outreach,collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN =  As we will not meet at Annual, we will work virtually to see if any refinements to the 
evaluation process are needed.  The next jury will also need to work on publicity for the grant during the 
fall.  
YALSAPUBLICATIONS = Nothing at this time.  
EFFECTIVENESS = 2  
ABSENTMEMBERS = Michelle Roberts.  Shortly before the conference, her library would not allow her 
to attend due to staffing issues.  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS = GUESTS = CONCERNS =  Each recipient is to submit a one-page report to 
the YALSA Office within six months of receiving the grant.  I’m uncertain as to who’s responsibility it is 
to see that these reports are sent in. NO = no LIAISONDISCUSSION = At this time we do not yet have a 
board liaison. 
 
 
COMMITTEENAME = BWI/YALSA Collection Development Grant Jury - CORRECTED 
REPORT CHAIR = Roxy Ekstrom  
EMAIL = rekstrom@stdl.org  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To award $1000 for collection development to YALSA members who 
represent a public library and who work directly with young adults ages 12 to 18.  Up to two grants will 
be awarded annually.  
OUTCOMES = Building on the groundwork built during the first year of the committee, we established a 
pre-conference evaluation.  Each juror awarded up to ten points in each of the five criteria categories.  
The total for each applicant was forwarded to the chair who tallied all the data.  At the conference the jury 
determined a cut off point and discussed  only the top ranking applications before making a final decision.  
This allowed one member who could not attend to have a vital role in the selection process. 
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,Continuouslearning  
STRATEGIES = outreach,collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = As we will probably not meet at Annual, we will work virtually to see if any refinements 
to the evaluation process are needed.  The next jury will also need to work on publicity for the grant 
during the fall. 
YALSAPUBLICATIONS = Nothing at this time. 
EFFECTIVENESS = 2  
ABSENTMEMBERS = Jessica Ulrich.    Shortly before the conference, her library would not allow her to 
attend due to staffing issues.  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS =  
CONCERNS = Each recipient is to submit a one-page report to the YALSA Office within six months of 
receiving the grant.  I’m uncertain as to who’s responsibility it is to see that these reports are sent in.  
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NO = no  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = At this time we do not yet have a board liaison. 
 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Division Membership and Promotion  
CHAIR = Sheila Schofer  
EMAIL = s.schofer@brooklynpubiclibrary.org FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To develop and pursue an 
aggressive and continuous campaign to recruit and retain members for the Young Adults Library Services 
Association, to promote the Association to our professional colleagues and to key partners as defined in 
the YALSA Strategic Plan.  
OUTCOMES = Booth Suggestions/Feedback from DMP members 
•Some members felt it would be good to have an exhibitors pass to have access to the booth prior to the 
official opening of the exhibits 
•Information on special promotions should be shared with DMP and booth volunteers earlier.  Those 
opening the booth found boxes of books but weren’t clear if they were to be given out right away or held 
for special event etc. 
•Suggestion for more tiered plastic literature holders for flyers etc 
•There were suggestion to make more use of the background area to showcase YALSA goods like the 
messenger bags, posters etc. 
•Interactive components- gaming etc, ALSC booth is usually near us and they have asked if we'd like to 
team up on something like this 
•Photos of members, teens, programs etc on display at booth 
Committee Meeting- recap and discussion of our charge to identify ideas for how to retain existing 
YALSA members.    
•Highlight the new resources including the Blog, wikis, new links, etc.    
•Increase opportunities for virtual participation on committees – more committees need to incorporate an 
online component.   
oOf the current process committee descriptions online only three indicate that they have virtual members 
(Editorial Advisory Board, Web Advisory, YA Galley) and almost all list attendance at both Midwinter 
and Annual in the qualifications. 
oPerhaps a link or information on Virtual Participation in general- listservs, virtual member of 
committees, blog, wiki etc. 
•Online Courses have value for new members- perhaps leveraging these could help with retention. There 
is already a discount for YALSA members- perhaps a chance to win a fee waiver for a course?   
oThe group liked the idea of a course as a booth Prize 
oSome said they found the cost to be prohibitive; perhaps group rates if members register as part of a 
cooperative, system or state association? 
oOn a related note- some members felt the Pre-Conferences to be cost prohibitive; perhaps more events 
on the scale of the Gaming Events in $40 price range would help 
•Perhaps there could be related member discounts- 10% off at Gamestop or free I-Tunes download with 
membership renewal? Anything free or "added value" helps.  
oMany felt that freebies are a HUGE draw. 
•Other valued added services for members-  
•Resume Reviews (like NMRT)  
•Conference Ambassadors- pair experienced YALSA member with new conference attendee for advice 
guidance. Big ALA has done the and one DMP member, Peg Oettinger, participated and said it was 
successful. 
•Keep offering casual networking opportunities 
•Continue to explore online social networking opportunities- Facebook, NING etc 
•Tiered transition from Student rate to full membership price.  I.e. up $10 first year after student, another 
$10 the second year.   
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•Perhaps a membership price for support staff- other divisions have this.  
•Cost is often sites as a reason for dropped membership- perhaps an advocacy campaign aimed at library 
directors or administrators about why their staffs ALA/YALSA memberships is a valuable asset to their 
organization that should be financially supported. 
The group was joined by John Chrastka, ALA Director for Membership Development, who introduced 
several ideas for consideration: 
•For retention of student members John suggested mailings at key times i.e. early April in anticipation of 
spring graduates.   
•There will be “Division 101” sessions (like our YALSA 101) in the pavilion auditorium.  64 slots March 
deadline- he suggested YALSA do this in addition to the scheduled YALSA 101 program 
•There will be another Gaming Pavilion @ Anaheim and John felt that YALSA as “experts” in gaming 
should be involved in this.  Others are getting involved- YALSA should stake their claim. 
•Suggested that YALSA do a regular best games list based on the best books model. 
•Suggested YALSA consider offering an award for gaming  
•Suggested looking to game development companies and retailers for sponsorship- lots of money in this 
industry 
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,marketing,Continuouslearning,Associationsustainability STRATEGIES = 
outreach  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = Our main task will be to work on a YALSA 101 online course, and to prepare for 
Annual.  
YALSAPUBLICATIONS =  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS = Corinda Humphrey  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS = Karen Diane Odom  
GUESTS = Sabrina LaSpata, Senior Children's Librarian, Ocean County Library, NJ CONCERNS = YES 
= yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = Discussed committee assignment to develop a YALSA 101 online course. 
Encouraged chair to attend the Strategic Planning Session as Membership was a key component. 
 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Editorial Advisory Board  
CHAIR = Mary Anne Nichols  
EMAIL = mnichol1@kent.edu  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To serve as the advisor to the editors of YALS and YAttitudes on the 
content of the journal and newsletter by assisting with soliciting contributors and articles and generating 
ideas for topical or theme issues when requested from the editor(s), and by reviewing scholarly 
submissions to the publications.   
OUTCOMES = This committee is an all virtual one, so only the Chair attended Mid-winter and 
performed duties of the committee.  I attended the Leadership Development Meeting and the All-
Committee Meeting.   I took part, with other Chairs, in the session with Board Liaison Dawn Rutherford 
where we discussed the challenges and solutions of committee chairs. I was able to speak along with 
Mina Gallo who represented Publications, to small groups at the Leadership Development Meeting 
Round Robin Session.  I talked about writing articles for YALS and YAttitudes along with procedures 
and deadlines, while Mina covered publishing in general for YALSA. Since I had no committee members 
present, during the All-Committee Meeting I was able to meet with Rosemary Honnold and discuss her 
vision of YALS.  I gave her a copy of recommendations that committee developed after evaluating the 
YALSA Periodicals survey that dealt specifically with YALS.  She gave some small tasks for the 
committee to handle.  We also met with Stevie Kuenn and Dawn Rutherford to discuss issues regarding 
YALS.  During Mid-winter, I was not able to meet up with or even see Erin Downey Howerton, editor of 
YAttitudes.   
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ACTIONAREA = marketing,research,Continuouslearning  
STRATEGIES = publication  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = We will work on the tasks suggested to us by Rosemary Honnold.  They are not many, 
but we will brainstorm a title of a column for her.  We will begin the process of refereeing some of the 
articles that will be published in YALS.  We will also work on establishing connections and finding 
possible authors of articles for her by looking at program presenters, others in the field, etc.  We 
recognize that many of the authors of articles thus far have geographically been located from Ohio and 
will try to find others outside of that state. Since I did not get to talk to Erin Downey Howerton, I will 
send her via email recommendations that the committee came up with after evaluating the periodicals 
survey. These recommendations deal specifically with YAttitudes.   
YALSAPUBLICATIONS = None at this time.  
EFFECTIVENESS = 3  
ABSENTMEMBERS =  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS =  
CONCERNS =  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = I was able to meet with Dawn Rutherford during the All-Committee Meeting.  
She and I were able to speak with Rosemary Honnold and Stevie Kuenn as we discussed Rosemary’s role 
and ideas as editor of YALS.  At that time, I told Dawn there were no problems with the committee so far. 
 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Financial Advancement  
CHAIR = Mary Arnold  
EMAIL = marnold@cuyahogalibrary.org FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = Offer support and assistance to 
YALSA fiscal officer as requested, provide suggestions for other viable revenue generating ventures and 
oversee Friends of YALSA 
OUTCOMES = Met at All committee; supported past-president’s successful effort to meet the financial 
requirements to establish a Leadership Endowment fund; discussed with fiscal officer (and Board liaison) 
the committee’s present charge, and the Board motion to change the committee’s focus and makeup to 
better concentrate on maintaining and growing Friends of YALSA initiative; three members attended 
Sunday Board meeting to discuss need for Board discussion and focused direction for this group; with 
FO, represented YALSA at ALA financial meetings on Sunday, and with ALA treasurer Monday 
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,marketing,Associationsustainability  
STRATEGIES = outreach,collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = Work with fiscal officer, Board Liaison Judy Nelson, and O&B on possible clarification 
and revision of FAC charge and procedures, to better focus member activity in support of YALSA’s 
strategic and business plan; discuss additional role in recruiting organizational members, and maintaining 
ongoing communication and updates to current Friends of YALSA members; discuss additional fund-
raising activities during Annual conference; work with YALSA incoming President to bring in additional 
FAC members 
YALSAPUBLICATIONS =  
EFFECTIVENESS = 3  
ABSENTMEMBERS = none absent; VM Sarah Krygier via email  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS =  
CONCERNS =  
YES = yes  
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LIAISONDISCUSSION = Suggested committee member Daphne Daly as possible incoming chair. Need 
for clarification of priorities and direction from YALSA Board, possible change of charge  
 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Intellectual Freedom  
CHAIR = Kristin Fletcher-Spear  
EMAIL = kfletcher-spear@glendaleaz.com  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To serve as a liaison between the YALSA and the ALA Intellectual 
Freedom Committee and all other groups within the Association concerned with intellectual freedom.To 
advise the YALSA on matters pertaining to the First Amendment of the U. S. Constitution and the ALA 
Library Bill of Rights and their implications to library service to young adults and to make 
recommendations to the ALA Intellectual Freedom Committee for changes in policy on issues involving 
library service to young adults.To prepare and gather materials which will advise the young adult librarian 
of available services and support for resisting local pressure and community action designed to impair the 
rights of young adult users.To assume responsibility for the continuing education of young adult 
librarians regarding intellectual freedom. 
OUTCOMES = We submitted our program proposal form A for 2009 program: Walk the Line: the fine 
line between selection and censorship. We discussed AASl's program in Anaheim and offered assistance 
during the program. AASL asked if we had any handouts on social networking we'd like to contribute. 
We had worked on a social networking brochure that highlighted key points of the social networking info 
that another committee created. The brochure has never been approved by the board, so if there is 
something else that would be appropriate for a program on Ethics and library 2.0, please let us know.  
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,Continuouslearning  
STRATEGIES = program,collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = Right now, we are just working on finding speakers on the various topics for our 
program.  
YALSAPUBLICATIONS = I spoke to someone on the publications committee and let them know that 
after annual, I would be interested in writing an article on graphic novels and censorship, but not until 
then.  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS =  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS = Dr. Linda ( ican't remember the last name--I have to two Dr. Linda's on the 
committee) Maria, my board liaison has already been notified about the absence. GUESTS = Katherine 
Bell  
CONCERNS = Do I need to send separate conference reports for the Freedom to read foundation board 
meeting and the ALA's IF committee meetings?  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = Our unexcused absent member and our program proposal. 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Margaret A. Edwards Award 2008  
CHAIR = Brenna Shanks  
EMAIL = bshanks@kcls.org  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = This committee's function is to select an author who best meets the criteria 
of the award for the 2008.  
OUTCOMES = We selected an author for the 2008 award and notified the YALSA office, publisher and 
author. Upon acceptance, we wrote a press release and attended the award announcements.  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = We do not have any more scheduled tasks until the Annual conference. 
YALSAPUBLICATIONS =  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
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ABSENTMEMBERS =  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS =  
CONCERNS =  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = General timelines and procedures for the press announcement.  
 
 
COMMITTEENAME = (Margaret A.) Edwards Award, 2009  
CHAIR = David C. Mowery  
EMAIL = d.mowery@brooklynpubliclibrary.org  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To select a living author or coauthor whose book or books, over a period of 
time, have been accepted by young people as an authentic voice that continues to illuminate their 
experiences and emotions, giving insight into their lives.  The book or books should enable them to 
understand themselves, the world in which they live, and their relationship with others and with society. 
OUTCOMES = 1. We discussed and compared our individual lists of top ten authors for the MAE Award, 
2009. 
2. We compiled a reading list of authors to be considered for the MAE Award, 2009. ACTIONAREA = 
advocacy,marketing  
STRATEGIES = program,publication,collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = 1. We will be reading titles, still in print and published no later than 2004, by the authors 
on our compiled list. 2. Via email, we will be discussing the "pros and cons" of the authors and their 
eligible titles.  
YALSAPUBLICATIONS = None, at this time.  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS = Stephanie Squicciarini  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS =  
CONCERNS = None.  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = If there h  
COMMITTEENAME = Michael L. Printz Award 2008 Committee 
 CHAIR = Lynn Rutan 
 EMAIL = lynnrutan@charter.net 
 FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To select from the previous year's publications the best young adult book 
("best" being defined solely in terms of literary merit) and, if the committee so decides, as many as four 
honor books.  
OUTCOMES = The committee met from Friday at 1:00 and discussed our nominations in depth.  We 
selected The White Darkness by Geraldine McCaughrean as the winner of 2008 Printz Award.  The 
committee also selected four Honor books:  One Whole and Perfect Day by Judith Clarke, Repossessed 
by A.M. Jenkins, Your Own, Sylvia by Stephanie Hemphill and Dreamquake by Elizabeth Knox.   We 
wrote the press release and submitted it to the PIO office.  On Sunday, we met at the PIO office and, as a 
committee, called our award winners with the good news.  Monday we attended the Youth Awards 
announcements. 
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,marketing  
STRATEGIES = publication 
 STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = Following the Youth Awards, the subcommittee for the Book Trailer project met and 
discussed our next steps.  We agreed to review the template and make suggestions via email.  We 
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discussed the need for a sponsor who could help with attractive prizes and I volunteered to pursue this 
issue.  We will continue the work online. 
YALSAPUBLICATIONS =  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS =  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS =  
CONCERNS = The subcommittee is concerned that we may not have enough time to accomplish a 
successful Printz Book Trailer contest by Annual 2008.  We are considering recommending that the 
contest start in 2009, giving us the next year to fully develop the contest so that it can be successfully 
implemented.  
NO = no  
LIAISONDISCUSSION =  
ave been any problems or concerns thus far.  And there haven't been any.  
 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Midwinter Social Event Task Force 
CHAIR = Linda W. Braun  
EMAIL = lbraun@leonline.com  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = Plan and implement a social event that includes gaming (video, electronic, 
board, role playing, etc.) for Friday Jan. 11th from 7-9 PM at the 2008 Midwinter Meeting in 
Philadelphia.  Tasks include: developing the content for the event; working with YALSA staff on a 
budget, PR, collaborating w/ PIO's advocacy event and any sponsorships; providing updates to the 
Executive Committee for the Spring Conference call in April and the Fall Executive Meeting in October 
as well as provide updates to the Board for the 2007 Annual Conference.  
OUTCOMES = The Social Event/Gaming Extravaganza was a success with over 80 people registered and 
more attendees who registered at the door.  
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,marketing,Continuouslearning,Associationsustainability STRATEGIES = 
program  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = This Task Force is done with its work - a new group gets to plan the next event. 
YALSAPUBLICATIONS = It was unfortunate that the avatar contest didn't generate more interest and 
submissions. Perhaps we did not get the word out as much as needed/required.  Task Force members were 
surprised by what was submitted - only one of the entries was an avatar (one was really a logo and the 
other was more of a drawing.)  This seems to demonstrate that librarians are still not clear about this 
concept. (Maybe this means an article on avatars, identity, and teens would be good to publish in a 
YALSA publication.)  Most of the work for this event is related to connecting with a game sponsor to 
bring equipment and run that portion of the program. Mary Hastler has done an amazing job on this over 
the past three years. The rest of the tasks of the committee are not as time-intensive.  
EFFECTIVENESS = 4  
ABSENTMEMBERS =  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS =  
CONCERNS =  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = N/A 
 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Odyssey Award for Excellence in Audiobook Production 
CHAIR = Mary Burkey  
EMAIL = mburkey@columbus.rr.com  
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FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To present the award for the best audiobook produced for children and/or 
young adults available in English in the United States.  
OUTCOMES = Prior to the Midwinter conference, committee members had evaluated 379 submissions, 
totaling 1,968 hours of listening, and had each made suggestions of possible Odyssey-worthy titles to the 
committee for future evaluation. The window of eligible title submission ranged from titles released after 
Nov. 1, 2006 to October 31, 2007. On October 1, 2007, members each placed three titles into official 
nomination. On December 1, 2007, member placed an additional three titles into official nomination. The 
committee convened on January 11, 2008 and met from 8:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m., with lunch and dinner 
breaks. During this first meeting, discussion included clarification of procedures, committee charge, 
criteria, fulfillment of ALSC goals to “Increase opportunities to work in coalition with other related 
groups” & “To lead the way in forging excellent library service for all children,” fulfillment of YALSA 
goals of “Outreach to other divisions” & “Advocacy for YA materials.” The essential discussion focused 
on the nominated titles. Conversation also included a review of the Cooperative Children's Book Center 
Discussion guidelines and an assessment by members on the first day’s process. The committee also met 
Saturday, January 12, 2008 from 12:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m., and Sunday, January 13, 2008 from 8:00 a.m. to 
12:00 p.m., with discussion of nominated titles, voting, writing of press release and annotations, and 
assessment of committee members on procedures and criteria. Committee members discussed upcoming 
appearances at conferences in 2008 where members will highlight the Odyssey Award, which include 
YALSA’s Young Adult Literature Symposium and the Texas Library Association Annual Conference. 
Members also explored ideas for publication in magazines such as Booklist, Book Links, VOYA, and 
Teacher-Librarian. The committee takes great pride in the announcement of the first-ever Odyssey Award 
& Honor titles. 
 Winner:  
Jazz. By Walter Dean Myers.  Narrated by James “D-Train” Williams and Vaneese Thomas. 43min. Live 
Oak Media. CS, $25.95 (9781430100195); CD, $28.95 (9781430100225). 
Original music enhances each poem performed by James “D-Train” Williams and Vaneese Thomas in 
Walter Dean Myers’ rhythmic tribute to jazz. 
Honor titles: 
Bloody Jack: Being an Account of the Curious Adventures of Mary “Jacky” Faber, Ship’s Boy By L. A. 
Meyer. Narrated by Katherine Kellgren. 8hr. Listen & Live Audio. CD $37.95. 9781593160944. 
Katherine Kellgren’s vocal athleticism takes listeners from the filthy streets of eighteenth century London 
to the high seas in Meyer’s fast-paced novel about a girl who stows away as a cabin boy.  
Dooby Dooby Moo. By Doreen Cronin.  Narrated by Randy Travis. 13.36min. Weston Woods/Scholastic. 
CS $24.95 (9780545042833). CD $29.95 (9780545042819)) Music and barnyard chatter enhance Randy 
Travis’ performance of Cronin’s comic tale of talented farm animals gone wild. 
Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows. By J. K. Rowling. Narrated by Jim Dale. 21hr.  Listening Library. 
CS, $90 (9780739360408); CD, $90 (9780739360415). 
Jim Dale masters and maintains voices for all genders, ages, species, and emotions created by author J.K. 
Rowling in this final Harry Potter adventure. 
Skulduggery Pleasant.  By Derek Landy.  Narrated by Rupert Degas. 7.5hr. HarperChildren’s Audio. CD, 
$27.95 (9780061341045). 
Rupert Degas fleshes out a  cast of characters including a “tweenage”  girl, nefarious villains,  and a 
skeleton detective.  Music and sound effects mirror the mood of this bone-rattling mystery.  
Treasure Island.  By Robert Louis Stevenson. Narrated by Alfred Molina. 7hr. Listening Library. CD, $55 
(9780739350836). 
Stevenson’s pirate classic elegantly unfolds as Alfred Molina’s panoply of accents and the soundscape of 
the sea place listeners aboard the Hispaniola. 
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,marketing  
STRATEGIES = publication,outreach,collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER = As the first joint-division award committee, the Odyssey Award exemplified the 
goal of collaboration from the initial taskforce that developed the award, to the Youth Media Awards 
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press conference announcement of the winning and honor titles by the Presidents of both ALSC and 
YALSA. ALA and ALSC’s recognition of audiobooks in the yearly literary awards conveys strong 
support for the audiobook genre, and provides librarians, teachers, parent, and children with benchmarks 
of excellence. The stellar group of experts in children’s, young adult, and audiobook literature that 
comprised the inaugural Odyssey Award committee exceeded the chair’s every expectation. Dedication to 
the rigorous demands of listening and evaluation, lively and knowledgeable electronic communication, 
careful and reflective assessment of the nominated titles, and respectful and appreciative consideration of 
opinions that varied from one's own were the hallmarks of the committee. All objectives were met and 
every member’s dedication to the process allowed us to meet the timetable set forth in the Odyssey 
Award proposal.  
WORKPLAN = The official time commitment of the 2008 Odyssey Award committee is over. However, 
we each now view ourselves as “Odyssey Ambassadors” and will actively be promoting the Odyssey in 
publication, at conferences, and throughout the library community. In addition, we are participating in the 
planning of the first Odyssey Award for Excellence in Audiobook Production award ceremony, which 
will take place during the Booklist Forum on Friday, June 27, 2008. We hope to see you there!  
YALSAPUBLICATIONS =  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS = None  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS = None  
GUESTS = None  
CONCERNS = There were a few logistical problems that were to be expected in a first-year committee, 
such as on-the-fly creation of forms and informational materials, ably handled by the ALSC & YALSA 
staff. Plus, not all audiobook producers were aware of the award and committee at the outset of the 
process, nor were some members of the library community. These issues have and will be overcome as 
the award becomes established.There was one major problem. Although the ALSC & YALSA press 
release and annotations were correct, the PowerPoint slide at the Youth Media Awards press conference 
displayed an incorrect producer of the Odyssey Award winner. Our committee feels that, as the award 
committees are present before the press conference for the photo shoot, each chair should make a final 
visual check of the award slides immediately before the conference. Instituting this final step will ensure 
that errors in any of the announcements are caught before the press conference. Another problem related 
to the Youth Media Award ceremony concerns the information about each Odyssey winner & honor title 
displayed on the PowerPoint slide. Our committee feels that the entire bibliographic information (author, 
narrators, etc.) about the Odyssey titles should appear on the slide, just as is the case for the other awards. 
We do have recommendations that do not apply directly to the committee structure or charge. A small 
suggestion concerns the early-morning photo shoot prior to the Youth Media Awards press conference: 
complementary coffee and water would be greatly appreciated by all! During the ceremony, the 
committee feels that a short audio clip of the Odyssey winner could be played during the award 
announcement, as is the Carnegie Medal winner. And the inclusion of a clip from the Odyssey winner 
could be played at the Newbery / Caldecott banquet at annual; the 2008 winner’s jazz music is 
particularly appropriate.  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = We met at the YALSA leadership meeting, and discussed proceedures for 
possible changes in committee criteria. We also had an informal discussion about the progress of the 
committee. 
 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Organization & Bylaws  
CHAIR = Sara Ryan  
EMAIL = ryansara@gmail.com  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = ORGANIZATION AND BYLAWS - To revise the Bylaws in order to 
clarify them and, when necessary, to recommend revision and amendment to improve them for the 
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effective management of the division, for the achievement of its stated objectives, and to keep them in 
harmony with ALA Constitution and Bylaws; to study and review committee functions, recommending 
changes in committee structure; to advise on the organization manual; and to make recommendations on 
other organizational matters. Committee size: 9. Term: 2 years, commencing after Annual and ending 
after Annual.  
OUTCOMES = I'm emailing the report to Beth because it includes some formatting that will be messed 
up if I paste it in here. Short form: we've accomplished a lot, but we still have a lot to do. ACTIONAREA 
= Associationsustainability  
STRATEGIES = collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = Two projects that I expect will be coming up for us: revising all the selection committee 
charges to include a phrase about assisting YALSA staff with promotion of the honored titles (the Board 
approved this change to the Printz committee's charge at Midwinter and there was interest in making this 
responsibility explicit for the rest of the selection committees as well), and (this one promises to be 
challenging) clarifying the charge of the Financial Advancement Committee. I also expect that we will be 
looking at the proposed Committee Chair Guide as soon as I get the latest version from Judy Nelson.  
YALSAPUBLICATIONS = 
 EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS = Lorraine Squires Charli Osborne  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS =  
CONCERNS =  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = Amy and I have been in good contact about all things O&B since I started as 
chair, so our conversation is ongoing. 
 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Outstanding Books for the College Bound  
CHAIR = Sarajo Wentling  
EMAIL = sjwentling@yahoo.com  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To prepare a revised and updated edition of the Outstanding Books for the 
College Bound booklists every five years.  The purpose of the list is to provide reading recommendations 
to students of all ages who plan to continue their education beyond high school. OUTCOMES = • 
Submitted Program Form A for an OBCB program at Annual 2009 highlighting the new OBCB 
list/pamphlet. 
• Guidelines for committee members to submit nominations via new web form were clarified as was the 
process of seconding field nominations. 
• Set a deadline of May 30th was for nominations to be considered at Annual. 
• Created a plan for getting the word out about our nomination form to help solicit field nominations. 
• Communication expectations were discussed and we agreed that category heads would check in with the 
chair on a monthly basis. 
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,Continuouslearning  
STRATEGIES = program,publication,collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = • Chair will send more information about reader-friendly annotations to the group. 
• Committee will follow through on plans to spread word about field nomination via the web form • 
Committee members will nominate (or second field nominations) for all categories as appropriate. 
• Committee members will read all nominations for their category before Annual and be prepared to 
discuss. 
• If program idea is accepted, chair will work with committee on further program planning to submit the 
next program form at Annual. 
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YALSAPUBLICATIONS =  
EFFECTIVENESS = 2  
ABSENTMEMBERS = Judy Druse  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS = N/A  
GUESTS = We had two observers.  I passed their contact info and one observer form to Nichole at 
conference.  
CONCERNS = After speaking very briefly to Mina Gallo at Leadership Development, I was left unsure 
of how OBCB gets turned into the pamphlet.  Do I fill out the publication proposal form?  Or does it work 
differently since the expectation is that the OBCB list will be made into a pamphlet for sale?  If I do fill 
out that form, at what point do I do that?   
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = Mostly we talked about how the OBCB meeting had gone and the program 
proposal form that I was submitting for the committee. 
 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Outreach to Young Adults with Special Needs  
CHAIR = Victoria Vogel  
EMAIL = v.vogel@rrpl.org  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT =  To address the needs of young adults who do not or cannot use the library 
because of socioeconomic, legal, educational, or physical factors; to serve as a liaison between these 
groups and their service providers; and to identify and promote library programs, resources and services 
that meet the special needs of these populations.  
OUTCOMES = Program 
1.  The committee is planning a program for the 2008 Annual conference entitled "Hyperlinks". It will 
focus on the issues surrounding the use of technology to reach teens beyond the library.  The program is 
in place, and speakers are confirmed. 
Best practices for outreach using technology have been solicited on the YALS listserv.  The committee 
may compile these into a print resource to be shared at the program. 
The committee has been asked to find a speaker who could address library services to undocumented 
populations for a panel.  The committee has found one possible speaker. 
2.  Great Stories Club- 
The theme for the first round of the great stories club grant has been chosen (choices), and a resource 
guide has been created.  The committee will focus on promoting this award before the Feb. 15. deadline.  
So far the grant has been promoted in School Library Journal, on  YALSA listservs, and in the YALSA 
wiki. 
There was some confusion that has been cleared up about the length of the grant.  A new theme will be 
chosen every three years.  The committee will have a new theme chosen by Annual 2008. 
3. Operation Bookdrop 
The committee has been asked to compile a list of tips for working with hospitalized or shut in teens.  
This list will be due March 1st. 
4. Accessibility 
Victoria (chair) represented YALSA at the ALA Accessibility Assembly.  The assembly brought up a 
concern they had regarding the accessibility of YALSA publications.  They specifically mentioned the 
YALSA competencies, and that there was no mention of a competency regarding serving youth with 
disabilities.  This concern has been mentioned to Paula, and has been recognized.  The assembly also was 
very concerned with ALA programs being accessible to deaf attendees.  They recommended that a portion 
of the front row be reserved for hearing impaired audience members who read lips.  Also, there needs to 
be more attention paid to the lighting where signers are placed.  Finally, there was a concern about ALA 
publications in general, and there accessibility to blind members and nonmembers.  This concern has been 
mentioned to Paula and has been addressed.  
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,marketing,Continuouslearning  
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STRATEGIES = program,publication,outreach,collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = Operation Bookdrop A list of tips for serving hospitalized and shut in teens will be 
completed by March 1st. 
Great Stories Club 
Programs -The Hyperlinks program has been finalized.  The committee has confirmed with speakers.  A 
list of best practices regarding the use of outreach technology may be compiled to be handed out at the 
program.  Ideas have been solicited through the listserv. 
Collaboration - Victoria has addressed the concerns voiced by the ALA Accessibility Assembly with 
Paula. Vikki Terrile is serving on the Schneider Award jury.  A winner will be chosen by Annual. 
Marketing - The first Great Stories Club grant is being promoted through articles, and mention on the 
YALSA wiki, and listservs.  Deadline for submissions is Feb 15.  A new theme for the second round will 
be chosen by Annual. 
YALSAPUBLICATIONS = None at this moment.  
EFFECTIVENESS = 2  
ABSENTMEMBERS = Michael Wallace (no longer on committee) Phyllis Fisher 
Carla Land  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS = E.M. Roublow 
San Pedro Regional Branch 
Los Angeles Public Library 
931 S. Gaffey St. 
San Pedro, CA 90731 
310-548-7780 
310-548-7453 (f) 
eroublow@lapl.org 
(Her name has been passed on to Beth Yoke.)  
CONCERNS = Victoria (chair) represented YALSA at the ALA Accessibility Assembly.  The assembly 
brought up a concern they had regarding the accessibility of YALSA publications.  They specifically 
mentioned the YALSA competencies, and that there was no mention of a competency regarding serving 
youth with disabilities.  This concern has been mentioned to Paula, and has been recognized.  The 
assembly also was very concerned with ALA programs being accessible to deaf attendees.  They 
recommended that a portion of the front row be reserved for hearing impaired audience members who 
read lips.  Also, there needs to be more attention paid to the lighting where signers are placed.  Finally, 
there was a concern about ALA publications in general, and there accessibility to blind members and 
nonmembers.  This concern has been mentioned to Paula and has been addressed. A member of the 
committee had a concern that the responsibilities of the Outreach committee have been growing rapidly.  
She suggested that in the future the committee's efforts be streamlined.  So far, this concern has not been 
addressed.  This member's term has expired.  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = There was confusion about the length and specifics of the Great Stories Club 
grant.  She was able to refer me to Lainie in the Public Programs office who answered my questions. 
 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Partnerships Advocating Teens (PAT)  
CHAIR = Amber Creger  
EMAIL = acreger@chipublib.org  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To explore, recommend, initiate, and implement ways of working with 
other organizations that work for youth. 
OUTCOMES =(I) Our committee made a decision to start anew and define a project/s we could work on 
over the next two years. We spent a good part of the meeting brainstorming ideas and the two we decided 
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to focus on are developing a program for 2010 Annual and to publish a publication in correspondence 
with that program. (II) Program for 2010 Annual Idea. Working title: “Creating Great Partnerships with 
School Librarians” Issues to focus on in program: how to get into the schools and how to maintain a good 
working relationship. We discussed contacting the corresponding partnership committees of AASL & 
ALSC to see if they would be interested making this a joint program. (III) Publication Ideas:  
-Develop a tip sheet about how to develop a good relationship with your school librarian. To do this we 
talked about developing a survey that we could send out to YALSA members to hear from the collective 
brain about what has and has not worked.  
- “Best Practices” Article. Depending up the success of the survey and/or program, an article or two may 
be developed for publication. (YALS article or maybe SLJ)  
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,marketing,research,Continuouslearning 
STRATEGIES = program,publication,outreach,collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = I. Program 2010 Annual 
-Amber will contact the chairs of the corresponding partnership ALSC & AASL committees to see if they 
are interesting in collaborating on this program. Then the preliminary program proposal form will be filed 
with YALSA.  
II. Publications 
-March 19th all committee members will report back to the group with the following information: good 
and bad experiences working with school librarians, strategies/approaches that have worked with schools, 
and questions for YALSA survey. 
III. Virtual Meetings: 
-Amber will email Stevie to see if we can get a work space on ALA communities. If we do get a space we 
will try and meet a couple of times virtually before annual. 
-Amber will also fill out an application so our committee work can be displayed on the YALSA wiki. 
YALSAPUBLICATIONS = Our committee has nothing to submit at this time. EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS = Sarah Kline Morgan  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS =  
CONCERNS = We encountered no problems. Everyone seems pretty excited to be working on a project.  
YES = yes 
 LIAISONDISCUSSION = Ms. Allen joined us for the first part of our meeting and she was extremely 
helpful in giving us advice as to how we should proceed as a committee and be fruitful. It was my first 
time chairing a committee and I was extremely glad to have her support. Ms. Allen explained how we go 
about developing a program and what steps need to be taken when developing a publication 
 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Popular Paperbacks for Young Adults  
CHAIR = J. Marin Younker  
EMAIL = myounker@sno-isle.org  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To annually prepare one to five annotated list(s) of at least ten and no more 
than twenty-five recommended paperback titles, selected from popular genres, topics or themes.  
OUTCOMES = Members discussed the 189 nominations and finalized the four lists of 'Sex is...,' 'What 
Makes a Family,' 'Magic in the Real World,' and 'Anyone Can Play.'  At the business meeting, 2 lists were 
renamed, subcommittee chairs discussed the balance of their lists, procedures for the following couple of 
days were outlined, input was solicited on the 2008 workings of the committee, and the proposed list 
topics for the following year were brainstormed and voted on.  2009 PPYA topics will include the dead 
and undead, road trips, spies and thrillers, and fame and fortune.  Additionally, the 'Sex is...' discussion 
was podcasted and submitted to the yalsa office for possible broadcast.  
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,marketing,Associationsustainability  
STRATEGIES = program,publication  
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STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = Between Annual and Midwinter, I completed a four-point minimum intended outcome 
list for PPYA at the request of Board Liaison, Dawn Rutherford.  The 2009 Chair, Karen Brooks, will 
now lead the committee in developing next year's lists. YALSAPUBLICATIONS = EFFECTIVENESS = 
1  
ABSENTMEMBERS = NA  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS = NA  
GUESTS = 14 guests, the most PPYA had in my 3 years of involvement.  Several guests expressed 
interest in becoming members of this selection committee.  It seemed to be helpful to locate Quick Picks 
and PPYA meetings in the same location.  
CONCERNS = In reflecting on a year of chairing this committee and involvement over a total of 3 years, 
I have a couple of observations and recommendations: There should be a method for chairs to discreetly 
evaluate committee members, esp. those who are under-performing.  I understand that a method of 
evaluation for committee chairs will be instituted and I applaud this; I'd like to see the same for 
committee members.PPYA would benefit from more formalized guidelines on voting.  Previous chairs 
hadn't included the process for voting in the binder of knowledge so I cobbled a process together based on 
my previous experiences and other members who were also unsure about the procedure.  Because of this, 
I left guidelines with the incoming chair which I hope prove to be helpful.Review copies from publishers 
were very limited this year - I am not sure the reason for this.PPYA benefited from media exposure with 
the end of Harry Potter coinciding with the 'Magic in the Real World' list, as well as yalsa blogging: I'd 
like to see continued publicity for PPYA.Involvement on this committee and chairing was stimulating, 
instrumental in my professional growth and full of exciting challenges.  What an honor!  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = Dawn observed committee meetings several times throughout the conference 
and her involvement was much appreciated! 
 
 
COMMITTEENAME = President's Program  
CHAIR = Carrie Bryniak / Sarah Debraski EMAIL = cbryniak@yahoo.com / slcornish@gmail.com  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To plan, organize and present the YALSA President's Program at the next 
Annual Conference. 
OUTCOMES = The committee narrowed down the field of speakers and assigned a couple members 
people to contact to gauge their interest in speaking.  The powerpoint presentation of third spaces was 
reviewed as it currently stands and brainstorming for other ways to gather pictures took place.  Group 
discussed what would be taking place at Annual concerning the program and what needed to happen in 
the meantime. Member assignments were reviewed and talked about.  
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,marketing,Continuouslearning  
STRATEGIES = program,collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = Sarah & Carrie, in consultation with Paula, have chosen the last speaker for the program 
and a contract has been sent to that person.  The committee will take care of contacting the rest of the 
perspective speakers and thanking them for their interest. Speakers will be provided with expectations of 
topics etc. over the coming months.  Committee members will also solicit the opinions of different 
directors on their teen spaces, how does it benefit the library & teens, tips, tricks etc.  These opinions will 
be gathered into a print document that will be available to program attendees. Committee will continue to 
gather photos of physical third spaces and screen shots of virtual third spaces for the Powerpoint. The 
program now has three speakers, two on phyiscal third space, one on virtual third space.  We are really 
just trying to finish up detail work at this point.  
YALSAPUBLICATIONS = An article covering the program might be nice as well as informative.  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS = none  
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UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS = none 
GUESTS = none  
CONCERNS = none  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = Speaker choices and the direction to take in that area.  
 
 
COMMITTEENAME = President's Program Planning  
CHAIR = Stacy Creel  
EMAIL = creels@stjohns.edu  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To plan, organize and present the YALSA President's Program at the 
Annual Conference. 
OUTCOMES = We established our timeline and began working with YALSA on getting authors for the 
precon. 
ACTIONAREA = advocacy  
STRATEGIES = publication,collaboration STRATEGIESOTHER = Book on tweens is planned. 
2 panelists are ALSC and YALSA members.  
WORKPLAN = 1.Decide topics for handouts = January 08 
2.Decide who is doing what handouts = January 08 
3.Determine locations for tween videos = January 08 
4.Design or modify permission slip for video = February 08 
5.Video production begins mpegs = After permission slips received 
6.Identify programming panelists = January 08 
7.Work with YALSA to establish author line up / Confirm In process – I’ve contacted Nichole. 
8.Video production edited & completed = Videos due by 4/1/08; Edited by 4/30/08 
9.Booktalks midwinter examples = January 08 
10.Booktalk titles selected = March 08 (end of) 
11.Handouts due to Teri = May 2008 
12.Pre-Conference = June 2008 
13.Book: consisting of the following: intro, early adolescents, speeches, booktalks, booklists, and 
program idea (See below) = August 2008  
YALSAPUBLICATIONS =  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS = N/A  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS = N/A GUESTS =  
CONCERNS = N/A to the committee but I wanted to do a better job with the Strategic Plan but it is too 
large to load -- taking forever.  Maybe on the web page, you could break out the parts so people can open 
them one at a time. 
slc YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = How to get help booking authors and how to get a sponsor.  I spoke with 
Nicole and Beth. 
Slc 
 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Printz 2009 Midwinter Post-conference report  
CHAIR = Mary Arnold  
EMAIL = marnold@cuyahogalibrary.org  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = to select an outstanding work of literary quality for young adults published 
in the calendar year 
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OUTCOMES = planning and procedures meeting; update of contact information; update of publisher 
contact information for spreadsheet; discussion of expected challenges and opportunities for each 
member; discussion of personal definition of “high literary quality”; 
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,Continuouslearning  
STRATEGIES = program  
STRATEGIESOTHER = Printz Award reception in June 2009  
WORKPLAN = members will communicate via closed discussion list as we begin to read and nominate 
eligible books; keep chair and administrative assistant apprised of changes in contact information, books 
received, other issues affecting charge 
YALSAPUBLICATIONS =  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS = all members present  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS =  
CONCERNS =  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = Board liaison Michelle Gorman:  discussed importance of commitment to 
reading and re-reading from group; timely response to discussion list 
 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Publications Committee  
CHAIR = Erminia M. Gallo  
EMAIL = egallo@cuyahogalibrary.org  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To develop a publications plan in the areas of young adult services and 
materials, to identify topics to be covered and potential authors; to oversee and coordinate the YALSA 
publications plan; to regularly review all YALSA publications in all formats and make recommendations 
to the YALSA Board regarding those needing revision or elimination. OUTCOMES = Leadership 
Development Meeting:  Mina Gallo talked to Chairs about Publications, benefits of publishing with 
YALSA, encouraging Chairs to submit proposals and answered any questions.  All-Committee Meeting:   
Mina Gallo (Chair) discussed with Robyn Vittek, Heather Booth and Elizabeth Shuping Liaison 
assignments and goals of committee.  Committee visited other committee tables to gather publication 
ideas, encourage committee’s to publish and answer any questions. ALA Publishing Committee Meeting:  
Chair attended Joint Session with Publication Committee Chairs Meeting and discussed meeting with 
committee. 
Publications Committee Meeting:  Mina Gallo (Chair), Robyn Vittek, Heather Booth, Elizabeth Shuping, 
Erin Downey Howerton, editor of Yattitudes.  
Topics Discussed: 
1) Discussed Liaison reports from All-Committee table visits. 
2)Chair shared information learned from ALA Publications Meeting. 
3)Discussion of Current Proposals: 
Virtual Worlds Proposal from Kelly Czarnecki Hit List 3 Update Proposal Author Handbook Proposal 
from Stephanie Squicciarini Multicultural Proposal Expressive Literacy Proposal from Alison Follos. 
4)Assigned Committee Members to update committee’s Past Author Lists Compiled from Journals. 
5)Discussed YALSA Publication Portfolio and what needs to be updated.  Discussed New Directions in 
Library Services author possibilities.  Erin  Downey Howerton expressed interest in updating edition.  
There was discussion with Erin on her past submitted proposal:   YA Services Made Easy.  
Meeting with Beth Yoke:  Mina Gallo, Chair, met with Beth Yoke to discuss publications which 
included:  possible book ideas, current proposals, author possibilities for revision of current works, new 
publications, American Libraries and author incentives.  Forthcoming Publications include:  Excellence in 
Library Services to YAs 5th ed (2008), Official YALSA Award Guide Book (2008), Quick & Popular 
Reads for Reluctant YA Readers (2009)  
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ACTIONAREA = advocacy,Associationsustainability  
STRATEGIES = publication,collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = *We will continue to liaison with all other YALSA committees, reminding them 
publishing with the division is part of their charge and following up on committees who had book or 
article ideas. 
* We will contact and follow up with authors who submitted book proposals (Virtual Worlds, Hit list, 
Expressive Literacy proposals). 
* We will update Author Lists Compiled from Journals. 
* We will forward article ideas to Yattitudes and YALS editors. 
*Committee will working on finding an author/editor to update New Directions In Library Services to 
YAs. 
*Committee will follow up on book ideas suggested by Beth Yoke:  Teen Programming for Under $100, 
Timeless Books for Teens. 
* We work on finding an author/editor to update the Teen Read Week Manual. 
* We will follow up with people who had article ideas for American Libraries and encourage authors to 
think about submitting articles to AL. 
*Follow up with PLA to see if they are interested in revising Bare Bones. 
*Follow up & discuss possible Author Incentives suggested by Beth Yoke.  Plan a possible Meet & Greet 
with YALSA Author(s) in the ALA Pavilion for Annual 2008. 
*Continue to seek out possible authors at the local level. 
*Chair will work on a YALSA Publication Committee FAQ document or instruction sheet which can be 
passed on to the new committee chair and future members. 
YALSAPUBLICATIONS = N/A 
 EFFECTIVENESS = 2  
ABSENTMEMBERS = Cindy Mediavilla Sasha Rae Matthews  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS =  
CONCERNS =  
YES = yes 
 LIAISONDISCUSSION = Dawn Rutherford was available to answer any questions 
 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Publishers' Liaison  
CHAIR = Carlie Webber  
EMAIL = carlie@bccls.org  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = Function:  To create a better understanding between publishers and 
librarians in the library's use of materials with teenagers, in order that such materials be supplied more 
effectively.  
OUTCOMES = 1.  We decided to expand our project to do a blog post on galleys into a wiki article 
which will then be advertised and linked to in the blog.  We want the wiki entry to answer the question:  
How do I get galleys, and what can I do with them?  Reps from small and large publishing companies will 
be interviewed for input. 
2. We submitted a proposal for a program at Annual '09 called "Speed-Dating With YA Publishers."   
3.  We finalized some plans for Support Teen Literature Day, including lists of possible speakers and 
publicity contacts.  
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,marketing,research  
STRATEGIES = program,publication  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = Between Midwinter and Annual, we will: 
-Set up our YALSA wiki entry 
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-Advertise the entry on the blog once it's done -Execute Support Teen Literature Day, including 
advertising -Start booking more publishers' reps for the speed-dating program once we find out if it's been 
accepted  
YALSAPUBLICATIONS = Support Teen Literature Day is April 17, 2008.  The Tompkins Square 
Branch of the New York Public Library will host an in-person celebration for teens at 3 p.m.  
EFFECTIVENESS = 2  
ABSENTMEMBERS = Amy Sears (serving on the 2008 Printz, met with chair separately), Carol 
Edwards (serving on the 2008 Newbery, came to the Sunday meeting), Lorraine Squires (had to care for 
her ill child, came to the Sunday meeting)  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS = Theresa Stanley, Jane Fleck Atwell  
GUESTS = CONCERNS = 1.  Two of our committee members had unexcused absences and have not 
contributed anything to the committee this year. 
2.  We still only have 1 publishing rep on the committee.  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = Logistics for Support Teen Literature day, including food and galleys for the 
in-person event.   
 
 
COMMITTEENAME = SB&F Task Force  
CHAIR = Maren Ostergard  
EMAIL = ostergar@kcls.org  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = Charge: Represent YALSA by helping to select the winning titles for the 
2006 SB&F Prize for Excellence in Science Books (middle and high school categories). Background Info: 
The prize will be given annually by the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS); 
YALSA is not administering the award though its members are being invited to participate in the 
selection process.  Further information is available at http://www.sbfonline.com/index.htm. 
OUTCOMES = The group works virtually and does not meet at conference.  In December we chose our 
winning book, The Wild Trees by Richard Preston. The 2008 SB&F Prize finalists were featured in the 
December 7th issue of Science.   
ACTIONAREA = marketing  
STRATEGIES = publication,outreach,collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = As a virtual task force, we never meet at conference. As a committee, the first task will 
be to come up with a suggestion list. This suggestion list should be completed by September 5th or 
before.  The committee will send suggestions to me and I will pass them on to Heather who will 
coordinate with the publishers to get copies to us. Between mid-September and mid-October the 
committee will choose a short-list (3 to 5 titles) from the suggestion list. A shortlist should be chosen by 
October 17th or before. At this point AAAS will invite 3 to 5 scientists to weigh in on the short-list. 
Copies of each short-listed book will be sent to each scientist. Scientists will review each book for 
scientific accuracy. A winning book in the YA category will be chosen by the committee and scientists by 
mid-December.  
YALSAPUBLICATIONS =  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS = n/a  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS = n/a  
GUESTS = n/a  
CONCERNS = I submitted a Board Request for Action Form earlier this month to request that this Task 
Force be removed from YALSA.  I outlined the Task Force's reasons in the Board Request form.  
NO = no  
LIAISONDISCUSSION =  
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COMMITTEENAME = Selected Audiobooks for Teens  
CHAIR = Sarah McCarville (past Chair)  
EMAIL = smccarville@grpl.org  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To promote the use of audiobooks among the young adult population; and 
to prepare annually an annotated list of 25 to 30 recommended audiobook titles selected from the two 
previous years that represent the wide scope of interests and concerns of listeners ages 12 - 18.  
OUTCOMES = The committee came to the conference ready to discuss and vote on the 45 titles that had 
been nominated throughout the preceding year, out of 295 received and 99 ineligible titles. We produced 
an annotated list of 21 select titles (1 non-fiction, 20 fiction).  
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,marketing,Continuouslearning  
STRATEGIES = publication,collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = The new Chair, Lee Catalano, had already begun assigning titles to committee members 
before the Midwinter convention, in order to keep up with the many hours of listening required.  
Members nominate titles as soon as they note superior narration.  Discussion continues via group e-mail.  
YALSAPUBLICATIONS =  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS =  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS = All committee members were in attendance.  
GUESTS = Tim Ditlow, Brilliance Audio Rebecca, Listening Library An interested MLS student 
(All forms already mailed in.) 
CONCERNS =  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = Both Lee Catalano and I met with Kim Patton during the table-talks at the 
Leadership Meeting.  
 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Selected DVDs and Videos for Young Adults  
CHAIR = Katie Boyes  
EMAIL = kmboyes@kcls.org  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = Unknown  
OUTCOMES = We selected eight films for the 2008 Selected DVDs and Videos for Young Adults. 
Members brought about 50 videos that they had previewed to the meeting. We watched about 30 of these 
films over the course of our meetings.  
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,marketing,Continuouslearning  
STRATEGIES = program,publication  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = The Selected DVDs committee is now the Fab Films committee. In our time between 
meetings we will be choosing the theme for the 2009 list of films. Once we choose the theme we will 
solicite nominations and view films.  
YALSAPUBLICATIONS = None yet, but once we choose the theme we'll want to get the word out about 
that.  
EFFECTIVENESS = 4  
ABSENTMEMBERS = none  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS = none  
GUESTS = Observer Information Forms submitted at Midwinter Meeting.  
CONCERNS = none  
YES = yes 
 LIAISONDISCUSSION = We discussed the new charge of the committee. 
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COMMITTEENAME = Strategic Planning  
CHAIR = Mary Hastler EMAIL = hastler@hcplonline.info  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To make recommendations to the YALSA Board for the division strategic 
plan; to monitor and evaluate the existing strategic plan, and to make recommendations to the Board for 
updating the plan. OUTCOMES = The Strategic Planning Committee accomplished the following during 
Midwinter 2008.  Met during All Committee Meeting and discussed the strategic planning survey, 
schedule of strategic planning sessions during Midwinter, and follow up.  Several strategic planning 
sessions were held during Midwinter with participants representing YALSA Board, YALSA members, 
past presidents, academic and public librarians, and other ALA Divisions.   
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,marketing,research,Continuouslearning,Associationsustainability 
STRATEGIES = outreach,collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = The committee is available for working on any activities with the goal of completing the 
current Strategic Plan and creating the foundation for the new Strategic Plan. YALSAPUBLICATIONS =  
EFFECTIVENESS = 3 ABSENTMEMBERS = UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS =  
CONCERNS = YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = We discussed the accomplishments of the committee. 
 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Teaching YA Literature Discussion Group  
CHAIR = GraceAnne A. DeCandido  
EMAIL = ladyhawk@well.com  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = A discussion group for those who teach Young Adult literature on the 
college or graduate level.  
OUTCOMES = Approximately 22 people attended this discussion group meeting, with about five others 
who came by for portions of it. Although we did not come up with a proper solution, we have some 
trouble with the group’s name. About half the people present were interested in teaching YA literature to 
teens, or getting teachers to use it in classrooms, or in other ways promoting YA lit. The name does not 
indicate clearly that this is a group for people who teach young adult literature on the college or graduate 
level. We had a lively discussion about online formats for teaching, about graphic novels, and about 
connecting reading and class assignments with the real world of booktalks, interviewing teens, 
researching in one’s local library, and reaching reluctant readers. We talked about the TEACHYAL 
online discussion list http://lists.ala.org/wws/info/teachyal and invited all to join. We also hope to draw in 
those who teach children’s literature to this online group. We discussed but did not decide upon an online 
space to share syllabi, etc. such as the YALSA wiki, or the LiveJournal community 
http://community.livejournal.com/teachyalit/ 
ACTIONAREA = Continuouslearning  
STRATEGIES = collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = We hope to continue our discussions via the online discussion group, TEACHYAL. We 
need to define our name or our statement in such a way that it clarifies what we do: this is a group that 
teaches Young Adult literature to college level and graduate students. YALSAPUBLICATIONS = 
ABSENTMEMBERS = UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS = GUESTS = CONCERNS = NO = no 
LIAISONDISCUSSION 
 
 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Teen Gaming Interest Group  
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CHAIR = Beth Gallaway  
EMAIL = informationgoddess29@gmail.com  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = The purpose of the Teen Gaming Interest Group is: 
to discuss issues relating to teens and gaming to develop and disseminate best practices in collections, 
programming and related topics in the field of gaming (including video, computer, internet, handheld, 
mobile, board, card, and miniatures) for young adults ages 12-18. OUTCOMES = Met and discussed - 
notes from session disseminated on the YALSA blog at 
http://blogs.ala.org/yalsa.php?title=teengaminginterestgroupjan2008  
ACTIONAREA = Continuouslearning  
STRATEGIES = program,collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER = round table style meeting to share resources and ideas WORKPLAN = finalize 
program details for Anaheim  
YALSAPUBLICATIONS =  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS = ~ 20 attendees  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS = n/a  
GUESTS = n/a  
CONCERNS = -  
NO = no  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = do we have one?  
 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Teen Tech Week Committee  
CHAIR = Stephanie Iser  
EMAIL = stephanie.iser@gmail.com  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To assist with the planning and implementation of a week-long national 
initiative to encourage teens to use libraries’ nonprint resources for education and recreation and to help 
teens recognize that librarians are qualified, trusted professionals in the field of information technology. 
Committee responsibilities may include: Developing content for the Teen Tech Week web site such as 
professional resources for YA librarians, program and display ideas and lists of recommended web sites, 
video games, DVDs, audiobooks, etc.; promoting Teen Tech Week through efforts such as: contributing 
items to appropriate magazines, e-zines, blogs etc. within the library, education and technology fields 
and/or offering conference programs and publications as appropriate; assisting with the selection of an 
annual theme and related products; providing recommendations as to appropriate potential celebrity 
spokespersons and potential Corporate Sponsors, Promotional Partners and Non-Profit Supporters.  
OUTCOMES = As a result of meeting at ALA MidWinter, TTW committee made clarification updates to 
the scoring criteria for the TTW Mini-Grants contest and then successfully accomplished scoring 70 grant 
applications, resulting in the top 20 recipients. Frances Jacob Harrison wrote content for the YALSA blog 
to announce the winners and share the criteria used in scoring the grants. A handful of the grant recipients 
have added their program descriptions to the YALSA wiki. TTW committee finalized a YALSA Blog 
schedule for the weeks leading up to TTW. Since conference has concluded, we have already begun 
delivering blog content to get members excited and focused on the second annual TTW celebration. As 
chair of the committee, I made some last minute adjustments to the work schedule so as to focus on 
projects that needed more attention from the committee. Committee members also worked the YALSA 
booth and promoted Teen Tech Week and the Best promotional song contest while representing YALSA. 
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,marketing,research,Continuouslearning,Associationsustainability 
STRATEGIES = publication,outreach,collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = The group’s immediate concern was with scoring the TTW mini-grants contest.  We 
continue to create content on the YALSA Blog for the weeks leading up to TTW. We will publish the last 
two Tech Guides on the topics of electronic gaming and podcasting. We will work with our teen groups to 
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gather theme ideas for the 2009 celebration, and teens will be able to vote for their favorite theme during 
TTW 2008. After Teen Tech Week has completed, we will judge the Best Promotional Song Contest. We 
will read the results of the virtual evaluations and then make recommendations for the 2009 TTW 
committee. As chair, I will work with Steve Keunn to get the word out about the 2009 theme, winner of 
the Best Promotional Song Contest, and the results of the Bee Smart Wired Survey.  
 YALSAPUBLICATIONS =  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS = Crystal Niedzwiadek (Virtual Member)  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS =  
CONCERNS = Members of the current committee are unable to serve on second year term due to 
concurrent engagements. Due to the circumstances, I agreed to step up to the plate and serve as a second-
year chair for the 2009 celebration. I have requested in a previous correspondence with YALSA that we 
change the appointment times for TTW committee so that the current term is finished in spring—about a 
month after Teen Tech Week has completed (April). I have requested that the new committee be 
appointed in May and attend their first conference at ALA annual 2008 so that we can benefit from two 
in-person meetings (annual and midwinter) before the 2009 celebration. Our current group attended both 
annual 07 and midwinter 08, and as the slate currently stands they are requested to attend annual 2008 as 
well. I would rather work with the new committee at Annual 2008 to make headway on TTW plans for 
the following year. Asking the current committee to attend annual 2008 seems unproductive, as their term 
is set to end at the completion of the conference.   
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = It met with my board liaison to discuss a few challenges with streamlining the 
workload between YALSA office and TTW committee. These immediate concerns have been resolved. 
We also talked about concerns with the 2009 committee formation. As a result of our meeting, I have 
agreed to include my board liaison in all e-mail correspondence with YALSA office and committee 
members. 
 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Teen Read Week  
CHAIR = Megan Fink 
 EMAIL = megan.fink@charlottecountryday.org  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = Mission: 
To provide recommendations for each annual Teen Read Week to the ALA/YALSA staff; to assist in the 
selection of a slogan, the drawing up of a timeline, the creation of new items added to the tip sheet and 
Teen Reading web site, and to recommend promotional activities and products. Group Size: 7, including 
at least two members from the previous year. Term: 2 years, commencing after Annual and ending after 
Annual. 
OUTCOMES = •Additions/Changes to Annotated Booklist – Friday, January 18 
•YALS Summer Issue (Teen Read Week Issue) – March 1 (article length 2,000 – 5,000 words) 
•All projects discussed at Midwinter, unless otherwise stated – March 1st 
 Compiled Programming Ideas for Libraries. 
Email Newsletter Assignments for Tech Week: 
6 Newsletters (Megan Fink to assign order and deadlines.) Stephani Fry - PR Robyn Lupa – 
Public/School Library Collaboration Alissa Lauzon – Displays/Promos Emily Valente – Booktalking 
Jennifer Meade – Teen Participation Elizabeth Saxton – Programming 
Compile Professional Reading to come before Mar.1 
ALSO: 
Tiffany Trent Contest: 
After review of the contest judging guidelines and the submitted entries, Patrick F. Taylor Science & 
Technology Academy was selected as the winner of the Tiffany Trent Contest 
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ACTIONAREA = marketing  
STRATEGIES = publication  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = •All projects discussed at Midwinter, unless otherwise stated – March 1st 
YALSAPUBLICATIONS = We will have at least one article about TRW for YALS.  Megan Fink is 
working on an article about the importance of TRW and connecting with teens. EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS = Jennifer Maede, Elizabeth Saxton (another YALSA committee met at the same 
time)  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS = Kelly Vikstrom  
CONCERNS =  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = We went over procedures and how to address concerns with various YALSA 
board members,etc. 
 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Teen Read Week  
CHAIR = Megan Fink  
EMAIL = megan.fink@charlottecountryday.org  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To provide recommendations for each annual Teen Read Week to the 
ALA/YALSA staff; to assist in the selection of a slogan, the drawing up of a timeline, the creation of new 
items added to the tip sheet and Teen Reading web site, and to recommend promotional activities and 
products. Group Size: 7, including at least two members from the previous year. Term: 2 years, 
commencing after Annual and ending after Annual.  
OUTCOMES = Email Newsletter Assignments for Teen Tech Week: 
6 Newsletters (Megan Fink to assign order and deadlines.) Stephani Fry - PR Robyn Lupa – 
Public/School Library Collaboration Alissa Lauzon – Displays/Promos Emily Valente – Booktalking 
Jennifer Meade – Teen Participation Elizabeth Saxton – Programming 
Programming Ideas: 
1. Podcasting/Tech Programs – Teach kids to create podcasts, or host other tech programs to promote 
“Books with Byte.” 
2. Cartoon Classes 
3. Film Festival – Show teen friendly movies that match the TRW theme. Halloween coincides with the 
time of TRW. Examples: Reality Bites, Jurassic Park, old horror films, movies that were nominated for 
Razzies (this bites).  
4. Food tasting program – Fear Factor/adventure thing 
5. Email authors – Ask for their favorite foods (biting – crunchy food), food they eat while they write, 
recommended reads and movies that fit with theme. Megan Fink and Rachel Johnson have contacts in 
publishing. 
6. Downloadable materials – Create materials that don’t conflict with what YALSA is selling and offer 
them as free downloads. Create flyers, etc. 
7. Teens create Read-Alike lists – Idea Exchange. Teen volunteers create booklists and book displays 
(display contests as well). 
8. Bite “Adventure” – Rock-climbing walls, wilderness survival, work with local zoo. 
9. Game Night – Vampire Lore, Video Games (Pac Man, D&D), Runescape, Worst Case Scenario, World 
of Warcraft (expensive involved). 
10. Cooking Class 
11. Local Chef – Have a local chef come in and do a program. 
12. Contests -  
13. Teens Submit Recipes with Bite – Chili cookoff, recipe contest 
14. Love Bites – vampire romances, teen angst/love 
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15. Collaborations – non-profits, zoos, cooking schools, rec centers, local businesses or celebrities, 
writers associations, newspaper columnists (entertainment or food columnists), science museums 
(bitingly cold). 
16. Situations that Bite – Most embarrassing moment contests (such as featured in Teen/Seventeen 
columns). 
17. Homework bites – Bring in Tutor.com to make it easier, bring in non-fiction resources, collaboration 
between school/public libraries. 
18. Incentives: Provide incentives for attending Teen Read Week events/programs, win jar of bite-size 
candy if vote for next year’s theme. Other prizes. 
Professional Reading: 
We are looking for more clarification on this. The committee will search through past VOYA and YALS 
issues for relevant articles. E-mail Megan Fink with any recommended books or articles. 
ACTIONAREA = marketing  
STRATEGIES = publication,other  
STRATEGIESOTHER = TRW website, programming ideas, author reading recommendations 
Judged Tiffany Trent contest  
WORKPLAN = •Additions/Changes to Annotated Booklist – Friday, January 18 
•YALS Summer Issue (Teen Read Week Issue) – March 1 (article length 2,000 – 5,000 words) 
•All projects discussed at Midwinter, unless otherwise stated – March 1st 
YALSAPUBLICATIONS =  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS = Jennifer Maede Elizabeth Saxton  
GUESTS = Kelly Vikstrom, Rachel Johnson  
YES = yes 
 LIAISONDISCUSSION = Function of liaison, upcoming deadlines 
 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Jury--YALSA/Greenwood Publishing Group Service to Young Adults 
Achievement Award  
CHAIR = Laurel Hicklin  
EMAIL = laurel.hicklin@queenslibrary.org  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = Advertise the award; solicit applications for the award; review the 
applications and select a winner. [There is no formal function statement for this jury.] OUTCOMES = We 
reviewed each application we received. We discussed the merits and drawbacks of each nominee and 
chose a winner. We discussed ways in which the official wording of the award  description could be 
changed to make the intent more clear to nominators. [Chair will forward these suggestions to the Board.] 
The Chair communicated news of the winner to Nicole Gilbert and reviewed what work the committee 
had to do next.  
ACTIONAREA = marketing,research,Continuouslearning  
STRATEGIES = publication,other  
STRATEGIESOTHER = The Jury will draft a press release announcing the award winner. The press 
release and attention surrounding the award and the winner will reemphasize YALSA's commitment to 
supporting YA advocates' research, learning and service to young adults. WORKPLAN = Draft a press 
release and send it to Nicole Gilbert. Write up recommendations for changing the wording of the award 
description and send to the YALSA Board and President. YALSAPUBLICATIONS = The Jury will sent 
a press release draft to Nicole Gilbert. EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS = All jury members were present.  
CONCERNS = No concerns. The jury members worked well together and everyone contributed to the 
work.  
NO = no  
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